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303-492-0532
Office: Ekeley room S250B
http://cires.colorado.edu/science/groups/foxkemper/classes
The ECCO (Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean) consortium is a group of scientists
who are using the same framework to assimilate data (satellite, ship observations, buoys, etc.) through
a data-assimilating model. The model being used is the MITgcm (http://mitgcm.org), and the data
assimilation takes place by an adjoint method.
The adjoint method is the way the model is adjusted to match the data, and it is somewhat complex
(see the websites for more info). The essential idea for our purposes is that the model is run over and
over again with a smart method for adjusting parameters and forcing (within errorbars) of the model so
that the data is matched (to within errorbars). Each iteration of the model is fully consistent physically,
though, so no ‘nudging’ of the physics occurs during the simulation. Thus, closing budgets or calculating
the momentum equation should work just like the model was an ordinary solution of the equations of
motion.
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The Variables

The variables you will use most commonly are the ’state’ variables: U, V, W, eta (hydrostatic pressure),
S, theta (potential temperature). Many other variables (surface heat or salt forcing–recall virtual salt
flux, advective and diffusive fluxes in different directions, etc. are available for download).
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The Grid

The variables are arranged on a staggered grid.
The velocities and fluxes of properties are considered to lie on the faces of each finite volume, while
the conserved properties are considered at the center of each volume. Thus, if one wants to calculate the
advection of salinity: uS, one needs to average the salinities onto the locations of the u-grid, and then
multiply. in Matlab this could be done quickly via:
>> U(:,:,:,2:11).*(S(:,:,:,1:10)+S(:,:,:,2:11))*0.5
Note that the variables are in t,z,y,x order. Also note that we assume that U is larger than S in the x
direction. Some care is needed with this. usually, the ECCO datasets will contain an ’X’ variable which is
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CHAPTER 2. DISCRETIZATION AND ALGORITHM
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Figure 2.9: Three dimensional staggering of velocity components. This facilitates the natural discretization of the continuity and tracer equations.
is exact if θ(x) is piece-wise constant over the interval ∆x or more generally if θ is defined as the average

Figure 1: Theover
MITgcm
staggered grid. The velocitiesi are arranged oni the faces of each finite volume,
the interval ∆xi .
while the conserved
properties
(S,beT,
ρ, p) are represented at the center of each volume.
The flux,
Fi−1/2 , must
approximated:
F = uθ −

κ
∂i θ
∆xc

and this is where truncation errors can enter the solution. The method for obtaining θ is unspecified and
a wide range of possibilities exist including centered and upwind interpolation, polynomial fits based on
the the volume average definitions of quantities and non-linear interpolation such as flux-limiters.
Choosing
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recovers the same ODE’s result- 61
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not positioned on a regular or smoothly varying grid. This method is used to represent the topography
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2.11.2

C grid staggering of variables
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u the momentum
u
u is based on
u retaining nonThe basic algorithm employed
for stepping
forward
equations
divergence of the flow at all times. This is most naturally done if the components of flow are staggered
in space in the form of an Arakawa C grid Arakawa and Lamb [1977].
v
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Fig. 2.9 shows the components of flow (u,v,w) staggered in spacev such that thev zonal component falls
on the interface between continuity cells in the zonal direction. Similarly for the meridional and vertical
directions. The continuity cell is synonymous with tracer cells (they are one and the same).
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Initialization of grid data is controlled by subroutine INI GRID which in calls INI VERTICAL GRID to
v
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initialize the vertical grid, and then!either
INI
POLAR GRID
yU SPHERICAL
x V of INI CARTESIAN GRID, !
or INI CURVILINEAR GRID to initialize the horizontal grid for cartesian, spherical-polar or curvilinear
coordinates respectively.
u
u
u
u
u
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The reciprocals of all grid quantities are pre-calculated and this is done in subroutine INI MASKS ETC
which is called later by subroutine INITIALIZE FIXED.
All grid descriptors are global
v a generally declared
v arrays andv stored in common blocksv in GRID.h and
as RS.
S/R INI GRID (model/src/ini grid.F)
S/R INI MASKS ETC (model/src/ini masks etc.F)
Figure
2.10: (model/inc/GRID.h)
Staggering of horizontal grid descriptors (lengths and areas). The grid lines indicate the
grid data:
tracer cell boundaries and are the reference grid for all panels. a) The area of a tracer cell, Ac , is bordered
by the lengths ∆xg and ∆yg . b) The area of a vorticity cell, Aζ , is bordered by the lengths ∆xc and
∆yc . c) The area of a u cell, Aw , is bordered by the lengths ∆xv and ∆yf . d) The area of a v cell, As ,
is bordered by the lengths ∆xf and ∆yu .

2.11.4 Horizontal
grid Different areas are arranged on the faces of the finite volumes to
Figure 2: The MITgcm
staggered grid.
Thefluxes
model domain
is decomposed
into tiles
and within each tile a quasi-regular grid is used. A tile is the
aid in calculating
through
the volume
faces.
basic unit of domain decomposition for parallelization but may be used whether parallelized or not; see
section 4.2.4 for more details. Although the tiles may be patched together in an unstructured manner
(i.e. irregular or non-tessilating pattern), the interior of tiles is a structured grid of quadrilateral cells.
The horizontal coordinate system is orthogonal curvilinear meaning we can not necessarily treat the two
horizontal directions as separable. Instead, each cell in the horizontal grid is described by the length of
it’s sides and it’s area.
The grid information is quite general and describes
2 any of the available coordinates systems, cartesian,
spherical-polar or curvilinear. All that is necessary to distinguish between the coordinate systems is to
initialize the grid data (descriptors) appropriately.
In the following, we refer to the orientation of quantities on the computational grid using geographic

the longitude location of S, theta, etc., and an ’Xp1’ variable, which is the location of the U. By making
sure that you intend for your fluxes to ’live’ on the Xp1 grid, you will average correctly.
You can also download the meridional and zonal advective and diffusive fluxes directly. They should
also ’live’ on the ’Xp1’ and ’Yp1’ grids. They will not equal the product of U and S above generally, for
two important reasons;
1. They are time-averaged after multiplication, and u S 6= uS. (Or, if you prefer to think in terms of
eddy fluxes, the eddy fluxes are included in one version but not in the other)
2. They are the volume*property flux. That is, they include the cross-sectional area of the finite
volume face through which they are flowing, and their units are [units]m3 /s where [units] might be
g/kg for salinity, or degC for theta, etc.
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Virtual Salt Flux and Net Heating

The ECCO model is forced by a combination of heating/cooling effects at the surface, but what is readily
downloaded is only the net heat flux. For your budgets, you can use these net fluxes, and if you want to
distinguish between them, use another data source like the NOCS dataset (link on webpage).
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